
 Halakha

Using the Synagogue's Arba'ah
Minim (Four Species)

On the first day of Sukkoth, having a Lulab
and Ethrogh is a commandment from the Torah
(outside the Beth Hamiqdash the requirement for
the remaining days was enacted by the
¡akhamim). Yet there are those who are willing to
make large donations in order to open the Hekhal
or show the Sefer Torah, but will not purchase their
own Lulab and Ethrogh. Instead, they use their
friend's or the one that the Synagogue purchases
for the congregation to use.

It is important to have one's own Lulab and
Ethrogh. Indeed, if the Synagogue has a very
special Ethrogh (Mehuddar) and a person sees that
his own Ethrogh while Kasher, is not of the same
quality, he should still recite the blessing on his
own and not on the superior one of the
Synagogue.

In fact, if someone does not have his own
set of Lulab and Ethrogh, it is preferable for him to
borrow one from his friend rather than use the one
of the congregation. In such a case, however, since
one must bless on his own set, he must be given
the Lulab as a Mattanah 'Al Menath Leha¥zir (an
outright gift provided he returns it –  which means
that provided he returns it to its original owner, it
will be considered that for the time he had it, it was
his).

   (See Kaf Ha¥ayyim 658: 1, 17, 80)

Parasha

Parashath Ha-azinu: How to Speak to Heaven
and Earth

It says in the Torah (Ha-azinu, 32: 1) that Moshe
Rabbenu called on the Heavens and the earth as witnesses
when he spoke to the Children of Israel: dẍ®¥A ©c£̀ «©e  m ¦i ©nẌ ©d Epi¬¦f£̀ «©d

:i «¦tÎi ¥x §n ¦̀  u ¤x ῭ d̈ r¬©n §W ¦z §e Ha-azinu Hashamayim Wa-adabbera,

Wethishma' Ha-are£ Imrei Fi (Lend me your ear O Heavens,
and the earth shall hear the words of my mouth).

Moshe Rabbenu tells Heaven to first listen and then he
will speak. The Hebrew word for speak that he uses is the
relatively strong term of Wa-adabbera (I shall speak). When
addressing the earth, however, he tells it to hear the words of
his mouth (Imrei Fi), which is a softer way of saying it. In
addition, the sentence implies that first the words will
emanate from his mouth and then the earth will hear.

We see from this that a righteous individual is able to
dictate to and command celestial beings, even in harsh
terms, since they have no freedom of choice. Speaking to
human beings, however, is a different matter. We cannot
dictate to people or order them around.

If we want a person to do something specific, that
person must be persuaded that it is the best option. This can
only be achieved by first speaking to the individual in quiet
and convincing terms.

(See the Alshikh on the Torah, Ha-azinu)
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Eating in the Sukkah on Shemini 'A£ereth/sim¥ath Torah & Waiting till Night
In the Land of Israel, Shemini 'A£ereth and Sim¥ath Torah are one day. Those of us who live outside the Land of

Israel keep two separate days, one day for Shemini A£ereth and the next day for Sim¥ath Torah. The day of Shemini
A£ereth, for those who live outside the Land of Israel, is also an additional day of Safeq (doubt) of Sukkoth. This does not
apply in the Land of Israel. So outside the Land of Israel, even though, it is Shemini A£ereth and a different holiday, we are
obligated to eat and sleep in the Sukkah just like all the other days of Sukkoth, however, we may not make the Berakha
of Leesheb Ba'Sukkah. Because of this, we must wait for Layla Wadday (absolute night) after the stars come out before
making Qiddush on Shemini A£ereth. If we were to do it earlier, we would have to say the Berakha of Leesheb Ba'Sukkah,
which does not apply to Shemini A£ereth.

The same applies to Sim¥ath Torah. Since on Sim¥ath Torah we may not sit in the Sukkah, we must make
Qiddush after Layla Wadday, because if we did it earlier we would still have to sit in the Sukkah without a Berakha.

In the Land of Israel, where both holidays are kept on one day, they may not sit in the Sukkah at all on Shemini
A£ereth and Sim¥ath Torah. As such, they must also wait until Layla Wadday to make Qiddush to avoid the complication
of having to say the Berakha of Leesheb Ba'Sukkah and sit in the Sukkah if they would made Qiddush earlier.

(See Ben Ish ¡ai, Shana Aleph, Parashath Wezoth Habberakha Oth Yod Geemal)

The Final Decisions Are Handed over on Hosha'na Rabba
It says in Ben Ish ¡ai, based on the writings of the Zohar, that on the night of Hosha'na Rabba, at

midnight, the outer seal of our judgement is completed.

This refers to the fact that, according to the Zohar, there are two seals to our judgement – an inner seal
which is done on Yom Kippur, and an outer one which is completed on Hosha'na Rabba. When the outer seal
is completed, the papers with the decisions are handed over to the angels to be carried out. This is one of the
reasons for staying up all night on Hosha'na Rabba.

Even though the decisions have been handed over to the angels, nevertheless, there is still time to have
harsh judgements revoked till Shemini 'A£ereth. Therefore, the whole day of Hosha'na Rabba should be spent
in Teshubah (repentance).

(See Ben Ish ¡ai, yr 1, WeZoth Habberakha, Oth 2)

      Women’s Corner - by Rabbanith Ruth Menashe 'a"h

To Sit or Not to Sit (In the Sukkah)
Women are known to be the foundation of the Jewish home and, therefore, due to their numerous responsibilities,

are exempt from time bound positive commandments. For instance, the commandment of sitting and dwelling in the
Sukkah is just such a commandment, since it has to be performed on a particular date (from the fifteenth of Tashri for
seven days).

There is an additional explanation for the exemption of women from these time bound commandments. The Torah
views time as a holy and precious commodity. One of the ways to instill the value of time is through the time bound
commandments which serve as a reminder of the importance of time. Women, who are created with an internal biological
monthly clock, do not require an additional "external" reminder, while men do.

¡akham Yoseph ¡ayyim 'a"h writes in his holy work "Laws for Women" , that women who wish to perform these
time bound Mi£woth, may do so (with the exception of Tefilleen and ¢i££ith), and will, in fact, be rewarded by the Creator
for their deeds. He adds that women should accompany their husbands at night to sleep in the sukkah, and of course join
him for the meals. ¡akham Ya'aqob ¡ayyim Sopher, known as the Kaf Ha'¡ayyim, adds that the act of sitting in the
Sukkah purifies the souls and gives a message of recognition of Hashem's kindness to us.

My dear friends, may we have the Zekhuth (merit) to appreciate the holiness of the precious Mi£wah
(commandment) of dwelling in the Sukkah, which represents the clouds of glory surrounding the children of Israel in the
desert. May this commandment nurture and increase our gratitude of Hashem's continuous kindness to us, then and now.
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